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Dreamline – Anaheim, CA / Grand Canyon, AZ / San Antonio, TX / New Orleans, LA / Orlando FL 

Disney’s Dreamline Express brings the chance of new family memoires, a push towards the forefront 

of technology, and the introduction of a new commercial transportation system in the United States. By 

use of magnetic levitation (Mag Lev) traveling cross-country is made into a compact journey, with 

Disney’s help in entertainment with a world-class fantastical ride. With the adaptation of the Mag Lev 

technology to the classic steam engine design, locomotives are revamped gearing towards the future 

of efficiency. On board, the themed Mag Lev trains feature storylines to keep the guests entertained 

and prepared to discover new places in the destinations to come. Trains are equipped with advanced 

technology screens that allow for an interactive experience in route to new locations. While visiting 

each station guests are encouraged to discover and earn adventure pins. These pins enable 

passengers to truly discover the culture of each city and help them keep track of the activities they 

have already completed. As guests take part in the creation and inspirations that fueled Disneyland, 

they discover five stations traveling along the south of the United States. From Anaheim, CA to 

Orlando, FL. 
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Fine Arts: Design and Illustration  

Fine Arts: Two Dimensional Studies  

  

  

 Station Design, Research (Architecture), Layout, Logo  

 Train Design, Research (MagLev), Written Explanations  
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Guest Experience 

Story behind the design 

Walt’s Dreamline Express  

  

There is an aspect about Disney that is a home away from home, a magical place that transports you to your 

childhood reliving those precious memories. For some, is it entering the fogged bayou of the Pirates of the 

Caribbean, setting sail on one of the original Disney rides, others, the experience of walking down Main 

Street with the picturesque 1950’s America, that sends you back in time with an unexplainable smile. The 

greatness that is Disney has been shared between generations, taking on the same adventures that grandpa 

and grandma took on their first trip to Disneyland, and now it is time for us to jump onboard Walt’s 

imagination and share his inspirations for Disneyland. From Anaheim to Orlando we set forth on the tracks to 

experience Disney as Walt would; stepping into Walt’s shoes as he discovered all the lands that inspired 

Disneyland, all the while rediscovering America and its great cities by means of transportation.  

 

“All aboard” … Disney’s Dreamline Express and experience the nostalgia of train travel with the technology 

of tomorrow. By track, discover the lands of Disneyland as Walt imagined them, drawing inspiration from the 

cities across the U.S. In Anaheim, California discover Walt’s original spark of creativity at the World Fair 

Expo, traveling to the Grand Canyon in Arizona and marvel at one of the Seven Wonders of the World, taking 

on the adventures of native folklore. Continuing through the southwest we arrive at the Alamo, the backdrop 

to Frontierland and historical landmark of the States. Dreamline then travels into the swamped bayous of 

Louisiana happening on one of the original Disney rides, Pirates of the Caribbean. Though each station is a 

destination of its own - an exploration of culture and transportation  Orlando, Florida completes the 

excursion with a nod towards the future and the fulfillment of Walt Disney’s dream, Disney World.  
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